COVID-19
The Cleaners

Guide

A guide by:

What is COVID-19?

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

is a respiratory illness that can spread from person to person.
The virus that causes COVID-19 is a novel coronavirus that was
first identified during an investigation into an outbreak in
Wuhan, China.

COVID-19 has become one of the biggest worldwide pandemics in recent
history. The virus can live in the air and on surfaces between 

several hours and several days. Studies have found that the virus is
viable for up to 72 hours on plastics, 48 hours on stainless steel, 24
hours on cardboard, and 4 hours on copper. It is also detectable in the
air for three hours.

How to Fight The Virus

Electrostatic

Sprayer

Hand Sprayer

P.P.E.

Fogger

Electrostatic Sprayer

The recommended method to help disinfect an area by giving

and electric charge to the liquid to quickly an evenly coat a
surface. This is required for offices due to the multitude of touch
points.
Hand Sprayer

A crude way of coating general surfaces. When applied it will 

require the solution to sit and settle for at least five minutes. 

After it dwells, a manual wipedown with a rag will be required.

P.P.E. (Personal Protection Equipment)

When on a job, it is of the upmost importance that your team is

safe. Recommended PPE is a 3M N95 respirator mask, TYVEK 

hazardous material suit, goggles and gloves. After a job, it is 

recommended that you shower and wash your clothes.
Fogger

This is recommended for wide area coverage of a large space
such as warehouses and manufacturing buildings. This
process needs to be monitored carefully so electrical
equipment doesn't get damaged by water. You must use a
green EPA product certified for use in a fogging machine.

P.P.E.
Prevention

When a location is
asking to disinfect to
prevent the spread of
the virus.



VS

Decontamination

When a location has had
a confirmed case of
coronavirus, exta
measures must be
taken.



3M N95 Respirator

3M P100 Respirator

Respirators

Surgical masks are mostly designed to prevent you from spreading
your germs. This prevents inhalation of both COVID-19 and the
airborne chemicals used to disinfect it. 

Prevention: 3M N95 respirator.

Decontamination: 3M P100 respirator.

TYVEK SUIT

Hazardous MaterialSuit

A TYVEK suit will be needed for Decontamination.

Prevention: Not needed, but recommended.

Decontamination: TYVEK hazardus Materal suit.

P.P.E.

Goggles

Goggles

Your eyes are an open orifice. It is important to protect them from
both COVID-19 and the disinfectant solution. 

Prevention: Required.

Decontamination: Required.

Latex Gloves

Latex Gloves

Gloves are always important for any hygienic job. That is no
exception for COVID-19.

Prevention: Required.

Decontamination: Required.
Wash your clothes!

After any job, it is important to thoroughly clean your work
clothes to ensure safety for yourself and your family.

How to Fight The Virus

Process 1 


Hand Sprayer and Fogger

Hand Sprayer

Fogger

Hand Spray and fogger process
Next page.

Chemicals
1:64 


dilution

with water.
Spartan Halt

Diversey Oxivir

Dwell time

Dwell time
Dwell time:


How long the
solution needs to sit
to be effective.

10mins

Spartan Halt

Halt is a hospital grade,
one-step cleaner,
bacteriacidal, virucidal,
mildewcidal, fungicidal,
disinfectant proven effective
against norovirus, canine
parvovirus and blood borne
pathogens.


Best used for areas you that
are closed and you have full
access to.

3mins

Diversey Oxivir

Oxivir Disinfectant Cleaners
provide an alternative to

traditional disinfectants by
delivering fast acting, broad

spectrum disinfection with
enhanced cleaning power
that is staff and patient
friendly while being gentle
on most surfaces. 


Best used for areas that are
in 24-hour use

Process 1
Step

1

Gear up with your PPE

Start with your gloves, then your TYVEK suit, then your mask then your
goggles. Bellow are a few links to help with proper application.


www.wikihow.com/Wear-an-N95-Face-Mask

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLbvQcpfZyQ




Step

2

Fill equipment with disinfectant

All gear should be filled with 1:64 solution and water combination.An
extra jar can should be filled with solution for emergency use.




Step

3

Walkthrough the location

Perform a quick walkthrough of the location to map out a game plan.
You should plan your job around the dwell time of the checmical you
are using. You should treat rooms in an order, once you have hit every
room return to the top of the order for the disinfectant wipe down.




Step

4

Spray hot points with hand sprayer

Focus on high touch points as well as any surface. The chemicals are
safe on electronics so think phones, keyboards, lightswitches door
handels and again all surfaces. Let sit for 10mins for Spartan Halt and
3mins for Diversey Oxivir.



Process 1
Step

5

Wipe down

After you have completed your round of spraying, the first room you hit
should be finished dwelling. Use a clean rag to wipe down the
disinfectant until evenly coated on surface or hot point.




Step

6

Fogger

The fogger is used to coat all nooks and crannies that are not easily
accessible by the sprayer and rag. Be sure to angle the fogger up and
let it trickle down to ensure an even spread along all surfaces.


Process 2

Process 2


Electrostatic Sprayer

Electrostatic

Sprayer

Electrostatic Process
Next page.

Chemicals

Clorox total 360

Disinfectant

Dwell time

3mins

Clorox Total 360 Disinfectant

The Clorox Total 360 Disinfectant is the chemical that comes with
the clorox total 360 electrostatic system. If you use a differnt
electrostatic machine they will come with a different chemical. 


Electrostatic spraying is more time efficent, but less cost
efficent. The machine and chemicals are more expensive than
the the fogger and hand sprayer method.


Good for full access or 24 hour use.

Process 2
Step

1

Gear up P.P.E.

Start with your gloves, then you TYVEK suit, then your mask, then your
goggles. Bellow are a few links to help with propper application.


www.wikihow.com/Wear-an-N95-Face-Mask

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLbvQcpfZyQ




Step

2

Prepare the spraying area.

Close off the room you are working on to the general public. Then
perform a general surface wipedown of any liquids that might be
present.

Step

3

Set up the system.

Fix solution to the body of the sprayer dolly. Remove factory cap and
attach hose fixed cap. Plug the sprayer into a wall outlet. Prime device
by pushing the button on the body. Wait for the blue light on the nossle
to illuminate. Once illuminated, prime nossle by holding the trigger down
for 20 seconds. Hold until the spray goes from burst releasing to a
continous spray.




Step

4

Spray down Location.

Use a slow sweeping motion to cover all high touch points and surfaces.

Be sure to evenly coat all touch points, fixtures and electronics. 



Pricing/Billing

10k under squarefeet
$0.10-15/sqft

Over 10k - 25k square feet
$0.05-0.10/sqft

Over 26k - 100k square feet
$0.03-0.9/sqft

Obviously negotiable, if it’s a multi-site client
Always add $75-200 for supplies and material.

If it’s decontamination where there was a confirmed
case, then its $.30-$.50/sqft - $1.00 all day.

